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About This Game
Black Mist is a 2D, roguelike action game
that is aiming to provide tense atmosphere and impatience.
All stages are covered by darkness,
thus it is necessary to shoot shiny bullets to the darkness,
pay attention to the sounds from enemies, and move carefully.
But be careful... bullets and your life are shared as "Energy",
and the enemy's power and ferocity will be increase with the passage of time.
You have to annihilate the enemies in the room without a depletion of energy,
and seek for an exit.

Features
・RANDOM GENERATED MAP
The composition of the room, the position of the enemy,
the kinds of the enemy etc, changes every time.
You have to proceed while anticipating what kind of threat is lurking in the dark.
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・BLACK MIST
All stages are filled with Black Mist.
Black Mist will increase by passage of time, and if there is not enough energy,
enemy's power and durability will be more stronger, and behavior pattern will be dangerous.
・ENERGY
Energy is your life and is also your bullet.
Defeated enemy will drop energy certainly.
・EQUIPMENT and BATTERY
There are 49 kinds of equipment in this game.
To use equipment, there is need to set some batteries on it,
thus not all equipment can use at same time.
Battery can be removed and be reset into the other equipment.
However, it consumes a certain amount of energy when activate equipment,
it might be dangerous to replace equipment frequently.
・ENEMIES
There are 26 kinds of enemies in this game,
and every enemy has 2 superior versions that have different action pattern.
When you reach the end, there is LAST BOSS as 27th enemy.
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Title: Black Mist
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Nyan_Fort
Publisher:
Nyan_Fort
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017
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The game is definitely in the alpha stages at this point, don't get it yet if you think early access means a fully playable beta,
there's a lot of work ahead for the devs, but their discord is fairly active and the team is very friendly, if you want to be able to
help the devs find problems and make the game better through development, this project may interest you.. Changing my
review. looks like it runs better that ever now..glad the dev worked on this. also thanks for the new key. It's still cute..small little
guy..i kept dying until i realized i could pick up weapons lol. Good controls..still learning them.. Spent several hours running
through the current content, had quite a bit of fun! Developer is actively involved with the community in finding and fixing
reported bugs as soon as possible, always a +1 in my book. Very much enjoy the artwork, it's charming and colourful and a nice
change of pace from most other games. Will be watching this game develop with interest.. No one to play what a waste of
money. Mindless Running. Not even once.. Pretty good game.
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I still love Cosmic Osmo for what it is, even all these years later. It's not much of a game, much closer to a "toy", you play with
it, but it doesn't really have anything that defines it as a game by modern standards; There is no winning or losing, there are no
time limits, there are no objectives. You wander around neat places, interact with silly stuff, play with things you find, et cetera.
And, being a Cyan game, Cosmic Osmo shows that they have beautifully detailed and expressive art design, even in straight-up
black and white. Damn! Look at those monochomatic pixels, they're great!
This is a great game for kids if you need to keep them entertained for a while, also good for grown-up kids who want to unwind
to a game with zero expectations and a lot of content\/hidden fun for you to discover.
Since this game cannot be purchased on its own, I can only tell you whether or not it is a worthwhile addition to the Cyan
Collection:
Hell yes it is.. Doesn't portray the Japanese realistically
They should be cannibalizing captured American soldiers and burning down villages.. I really do like this game, its a
lot of fun and is a very nice looking game. However I have struggled to play it due it constantly crashing during the
transitions (which make you feel sick anyway) and it runs so poorly even on the lowest graphic setting. I contacted the
developers regarding the crash reports I keep getting and heard nothing back. I have had to ask for a refund.. To
launch this, go to your Steam Library, Right click CI5, "Launch Halloween DLC". You're welcome.. Surprisingly fun
little tower defense game with a Chibi art style. Great for kids!. This game makes me question if I'm still alive.
10/10 would recommend. To be honest, I had a great adventure while I was saving the patient. The problem is that after
I finished the level it wants me to play again but in a different difficulty. I was a bit annoyed by this.
Anyway, great game with VR, I do recommend it.. As a person who likes Indie games, puzzles and noir style, I can
easily say that this game sucks. Even it's good style can't cover the failure of gameplay. They simply used noir style to
sell their bad game, that's it.. Definitely a nice game to get some friends together for, it's simple but elegant. It makes
room for a little mindlessness, but is very open to strategizing.. Got it and three other games from the same developers
for 59 cents total, and it was f*cking worth it. There is not to much to the game, but you will get your money's worth in
entertainment, especially if with friends. 8/10 worth the price
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